VTCLA Agenda
September 6th, 2019
Capital Plaza, Montpelier, VT
8:30am - 2:30pm

8:30-9:00  Breakfast
9:00-9:30  Greetings, Introductions and Overview of the Year
9:30 – 10:30  Dan French: *Revisit Statewide Curriculum Discussion / Proficiency-Based Learning*
10:30 - 10:45  Break
10:45 - 11:00  Dan French Discussion Debrief
11:00 - 12:00  Professional Learning Session
12:00-12:45  Lunch
12:45-2:15  Planning Our Future: *VTCLA in 5 Years (For VTCLA Members)*
2:15-2:30  Wrap Up & Exit Card

Links for Today:
- Exit Survey w/ Certificate of PL hours
- Today’s Slide Deck

Notes: